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Abstract: The helicopter vibrations generated by the main rotor/gearbox assembly are the principal
cause of damage to cockpit instruments and discomfort of the crew in terms of cabin noise. The
principal path of vibration transmission to the fuselage is through the gearbox rigid support struts.
With the aim of reducing these vibrations, this paper presents the design of a low-weight high-
performance active damper for vibration control developed by Elettronica Aster S.p.A. The system
is intended to replace the conventional struts and is composed of an electro-hydraulic actuator
hosted within a compliant structure. This parallel nested structure allows the system to reach a high-
power density. A physics-based mathematical model was used as a design digital twin to optimize
the performance to meet the strict requirements. The active damper was designed for a reference
application of a 15-seat medium-sized twin-engine helicopter. The model was used to perform the
tests specified in the acceptance and testing procedure document, showing the compliance with the
requirements of the current design. The damper physical realization, test bench design, experimental
campaign, and model validation will be presented in Part 2.

Keywords: active damper; vibration control; helicopter; electro-hydraulic servo actuator

1. Introduction

The analysis of vibrations and their control/isolation techniques has always been a
barycentric topic in multiple and heterogeneous engineering fields, such as mechanics,
construction industry, automotive, and so forth. However, vibrations can be seen from two
very different and contrasting points of view, depending on the specific application. On one
hand, they can represent the desired process variable to control; on the other, they can be
seen as an uncontrolled disturbance to be suppressed or isolated and that can compromise
the correct and healthy operation of the components and/or the system. The latter is the
most common scenario, in which the perturbing action arises at a certain frequency and can
interact with the natural system frequencies, generating unexpected and undesired effects.

Vibrations’ control is thus fundamental and, for the case in which the system perceives
them as disturbance, isolation and suppression can be achieved by interposing specific
devices between the system and the vibration source. It is possible to classify the various
damping techniques into two main categories, i.e., passive or active, with each presenting
different pros and cons and being characterized by specific fundamental aspects [1].

Passive techniques include all those devices that modify the dynamic response of the
system through the insertion of additional masses, as well as elastic and damping elements,
in order to satisfy particular design criteria. An interesting feature of such systems is that
they do not require an independent additional energy source; however, they are designed to
intervene at specific frequencies and cannot adapt to a varying frequency range disturbance.
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Active damping devices involve an independent energy source, which allows them to
introduce into the system not negligible power with respect to that related to the vibration
phenomena. These systems usually include one or multiple actuators and an active control
system that, reading application-specific information obtained by suited sensors, tries
to suppress vibrations generating oscillations with the same amplitude and opposite
phase. Such control techniques allow these devices to adequately react to a wider range
of disturbances with respect to the passive solution, making them more robust against
a wider range of operational scenarios [1]. However, active dampers must be accurately
designed to promptly react to sudden variations of the vibration frequency and amplitude.
Besides the need for an external power source, this solution involves a more complex and
expensive design, in terms of money and reliability; in fact, active dampers are composed
of a greater number of mutually interactive components.

As previously mentioned, vibration control is a subject of particular interest for a
broad range of applications and, in particular, for helicopters, in which, during normal
operations, a wide range of vibrations with various frequencies and amplitudes is gener-
ated by the rotating parts and aerodynamic actions; these vibrations must be necessarily
controlled to allow the correct functionality of the helicopter and the comfort of the crew
and passengers [2]. In fact, vibrations and the associated noise [3] reduce the ride quality
experienced by passengers and may cause chronic pain in the long term [4].

Besides the aforementioned distinction as active or passive, the vibration control strate-
gies in the helicopter field can be further classified depending on the control device location
with respect to the vibration source. One of the most common strategies is to operate
directly on the main vibration source, the main rotor, using bifilar vibration dampers [5];
this passive absorber has been extensively and successfully used on helicopters to reduce
the rotor system exciting forces before they are transmitted to the rest of the airframe. It
consists of a set of U-shaped masses connected to the rotor with two hinges, which allow
its oscillatory motion during the rotor operation [6]. Similarly to bifilar, pendular absorbers
are also rotor-head devices composed of simple masses on short pendulums properly tuned
to generate Frahm antiresonance effects [7], either inside or outside of the rotor plane, at
the main rotor frequency [8]. Another common passive device is the lead-lag damper [9],
a hydraulic damper mounted close to the blade attachment aimed to reduce the blade
swing vibrations. Alternatively, in order to suppress vibrations in the infra-low frequency
range, which is the most important for crewmen’s efficiency and safety of the equipment,
tuned mass dampers can be installed in specific points of the fuselage [10,11]. However,
more often, antivibration devices are installed between the fuselage and the main gearbox,
with the double function of support and isolation. These devices take advantage of the
dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator (DAVI) passive damper approach [12], slightly
modifying and adapting its concept to fit the fuselage/gearbox interface, such as the anti-
resonant isolation system (ARIS) proposed by Airbus Helicopter [13], the liquid inertia
vibration eliminator (LIVE) installed on a Bell-429 [14], the SARIB system with its flapping
masses [15], the system for attenuating vibration independent of tuning and damping
(SAVITAD) [16], the Bell helicopter Textron mount system with four pylons and anti-torsion
hydraulic systems [17], and so forth. Another interesting passive device has been designed
by Wang et al. [18], consisting of a compounded periodic strut to isolate the gearbox, which
allows a vibration reduction of more than 40 dB. As previously stated, passive techniques
are characterized by low adaptability with respect to the flight conditions, rotor rotational
frequency, and changes in the structural dynamics (i.e., payload, fuel consumption, and
passengers).

To overcome these problems, active vibration control (AVC) techniques have been
adopted in modern helicopters [19]; with respect to passive devices, active systems have
the main advantage that their action can be modified by the control algorithm to adapt to
the various working conditions; furthermore the produced forces are generated not only
in relation to local motion, but as a function of many variables, also measured in other
locations. One of the first pursued ideas was to eliminate the vibration directly in the source
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with an active rotor control, applying the high harmonic control (HHC) strategy, according
to which the vibrations can be suppressed by applying a high-frequency pitch oscillation to
the blades by means of non-rotating servo-actuator in series with the pitch control actuators
of the swashplate [8,19]. The control algorithms to reduce vibrations have been the objective
of several studies, resulting in various advanced and different techniques [20,21]. A more
performant evolution of this method consisted of the individual blade control (IBC), in
which each blade pitch is actuated with a dedicated actuator, rotating with the rotor
itself [1,22]. However, involving safety critical actuators, these methods have found very
little practical application, despite being conceptually valid. In fact, while they are optimal
in steady-state flight conditions, fast transients decrement their efficiency; furthermore, the
feasibility of this approach decreases with increasing flight speed, as the power required to
actuate the high-frequency pitch motion sensibly increments. Another similar approach
was developed to reduce the power required for actuation, that is, vibration suppression
through the actuation of in-blade flaps [23–25]. An innovative solution has been presented
within the Agusta Westland Project-Zero, where the IBC actuators not only assumed the
noise control function, but also represented the primary flight controls, in a swashplate-less
design with two tilt-rotors [26]. A similar approach was followed by Wang et al., who
developed a swashplate-less IBC with direct drive motors [27]. Kakaley et al. [28] studied
an interesting offset hub active vibration control system capable of attenuating vibrations
in case of power supply loss as well, providing a reliable mechanical method of attenuating
vibration.

An alternative approach is to reduce vibrations directly on the cabin structure. With
this aim, circular force generators have been used on a Korean Utility helicopter [29],
applying the LORD Corporation’s active vibration control systems (AVCS) [30]. A different
solution is represented by the active control of structural response (ACSR) [19], in which an
additional set of vibrational forces are applied to the fuselage in strategic locations with
dedicated actuators and a control system [31]. In [32], a study has been carried out on the
application of a robust harmonic multivariable control by means of a set of accelerometers
and piezo-electric actuators distributed in specific locations of the helicopter structure in
parallel with the rigid structural elements. It has been observed that the most effective
location to apply such control is on the primary vibratory load path, i.e., on the struts
connecting the fuselage to the gearbox.

ACSR is quite similar to the active isolation technique [1], which aims to control the
fuselage vibration isolating the rotor-induced harmonics, while at the same time minimiz-
ing the static and quasi-static relative displacement between the cabin and the rotor during
manoeuvres [19]. With this approach, the vibrations are suppressed interposing active
actuators between the gearbox and the fuselage, in parallel with a compliant structure,
which bears part of the load streamlining the actuator power requirements; it also assumes
a safety role, guaranteeing a structural connection in the case of actuator failure. Usually,
these actuators are electromagnetic [33] or, more often, composed of a stack of piezoelectric
elements [34]. Lang et al. [35] presented a novel approach based on the adaptive har-
monic feedforward/sliding-mode feedback control, which enhanced the performance of
the classic HHC method. Piezoelectric actuators suffer from hysteresis problems; therefore,
Meng et al. [36] studied a neural-network-based hysteresis compensation control algo-
rithm. Thanks to their versatility, these active control strategies can be employed to reduce
vibrations in both steady-state [37] and dynamic manoeuvre flight conditions [38].

The usage of the electro-hydraulic technology to isolate the cabin from the gearbox
vibrations was successfully introduced by Agusta Westland a few decades ago [39]. Staple
and Wells [40] integrated a hydraulic actuator in each support strut of the gearbox to
reduce fuselage vibrations in an EH-101 helicopter. A similar approach with variable
volume chambers and support isolators was proposed by Lord Corp [41]. Electro-hydraulic
actuators have a high power density and can provide effective active isolation of the
fuselage, taking advantage of the hydraulic circuit already present in the helicopter [40].
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However, they did not find widespread adoption owing to their excessive weight and space
requirements, not always present in all helicopter models.

Aiming to fill this technological gap, this paper describes the model-based design
of an innovative lightweight active damper for vibration control (ADVC), proposed by
Elettronica Aster S.p.A., in the framework of a common research project. The proposed
solution is based on a parallel architecture in which an appositely designed compliant
strut hosts an integrated electro-hydraulic servo actuator (EHSA) in charge of actuating the
active noise control, isolating the cabin from the main rotor vibration, and thus reducing the
cabin noise, increasing the crew comfort, and protecting the on-board installed equipment.
The aforementioned system is intended as the key element of the helicopter active vibration
damping system, aimed to replace the classic struts in every attachment location of the
rotor/gearbox assembly with the fuselage, which represents the main path of vibration
transmission. The system is modularly designed so that it can be easily adapted to different
helicopter platforms with different characteristics, such as rotor speed, number of blades,
vibration forces, and so forth. The design of the actuator has been mainly oriented toward
the damping of the first vibration frequency of the main rotor, usually predominantly
responsible for the system oscillations.

The novelty of the proposed solution is the fully integrated design, in which the EHSA
cylinder also embodies the function of the manifold and houses all of the functional com-
ponents, such as the servovalve, the mode switching valve, the electrovalve, the damping
orifice, filters, and all of the auxiliary devices that will be described in detail in the following
sections. This compact design, together with the usage of CAD optimization techniques
and suited materials, allows it to reach a high-power density with an extremely lightweight
design, which represents a key point in terms of reachable dynamics, overall helicopter
weight, fuel consumption, and eventually flight autonomy. Furthermore, the obtained
compact design involves a lean shape and reduced size, which allows the active damper
to be mounted in narrow spaces and integrated into pre-existing layouts, replacing the
classic struts without the need for structural modifications or adaptations. The generated
force is directly measured within the damper itself by means of a dedicated miniaturized
load cell, in order to minimize the response delay and to provide a prompter reaction for
vibration suppression. While piezoelectric stacks are mounted in parallel to a rigid strut
and, in the case of power loss, the active vibration control completely deactivates, the
proposed solution, in the case of need or malfunction, can be put in bypass, i.e., it becomes
completely transparent with only the remaining inherent damping of the compliant strut,
whose configuration can be optimized by the H/C designer with the benefit of the design
degrees of freedom given by the reduced dimensions of the EHSA.

In order to properly design the system and its architecture, an operative scenario
was assumed considering a 15-seat medium-sized twin-engine helicopter, and a strict
testing and acceptance procedure was defined. The architecture and system components
were designed by means of a detailed mathematical model, which was used as a virtual
test bench to study the system response to the acceptance tests. Furthermore, the model
represents a digital twin, which can be useful to study the response of the system under a
wide range of operative conditions to guarantee the desired performances.

In this paper, the chosen architecture of the ADVC and its components will be de-
scribed first, followed by a short description of the architecture of the test bench that will
be used to perform the acceptance tests on the real equipment. Then, the testing and
acceptance procedure (ATP) will be outlined. Then, the detailed mathematical model will
be thoroughly explained and used to simulate the active damper response to the ATP.
The results will be analyzed in order to obtain a preliminary simulated validation of the
feasibility of the proposed technical solution, with the goal of proceeding to the production
stage and real testing.
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2. Active Damper Architecture

As already stated, the active damper presented in this paper constitutes one of the four
active elements of the vibration control system aimed to reduce the main rotor vibrations
transmitted to the fuselage.

The proposed system is designed to replace the traditional gearbox sustaining rigid
struts, shown in Figure 1, and it is composed of a parallel nested arrangement of two main
elements, depicted in Figure 2; that is, the EHSA and the compliant structure. The latter,
shown in Figure 2a, is required to bear the static load and to create a direct mechanical
connection between the rotor/gearbox assembly and the fuselage. It is composed of two
attachment hinges, a rigid hollow cylinder and a second cylinder appositely machined
as shown in the picture to lend it flexibility with a linear characteristic. This element is
also needed for safety reasons to ensure mechanical integrity in the case of EHSA failure.
The figure also shows two additional appendices that, in normal working conditions, will
not be present, but they will be necessary for the test bench to allow differential laser
measurements of the relative position of the two hinges. In fact, the compliant strut shown
in Figure 2 was designed to represent a controlled stiffness structure with the aim of testing
and validation in the framework of a technological demonstrator, but it will be part of the
design of the H/C and it is expected to be realized in composite materials.
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Figure 1. Example of a rotor/gearbox assembly of a possible application, with indication of the
supporting rigid struts to be replaced with the proposed ADVC.

The EHSA, depicted in Figure 2b, is hosted inside this compliant structure, with the
cylinder connected to the lower hinge assembly and the rod to the upper hinge. The
cylinder body is appositely designed to also carry out the function of the manifold of the
system, connecting all the other elements. Figure 3 depicts a schematic representation of
the main elements constituting the hydraulic circuit. The hydraulic cylinder is commanded
by the electro-hydraulic servovalve (EHSV), which receives the electric reference signal
from the embedded electronics.

The two chambers of the cylinder are connected through a bypass orifice (BPO), which
always allows a small amount of fluid to leak between them; this allows the system to be
more stable in the range of the null command and to avoid the possible hysteresis around
the servovalve zero position. In real equipment, this calibrated resistance is realized by
making a small puncture in the piston. This also has the effect of adding a small amount
of extra damping to the system. The servovalve is connected to the supply pressure (S)
through a filter (FLT) and two safety valves: the bypass valve (BPV) and the electrovalve
(EV). The first is hydraulically actuated; therefore, if a drop in the supply pressure occurs,
the valve closes under the action of its internal spring, isolating the system from the
supply and connecting the two chambers, as shown in the bottom part of Figure 4. This
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means that the EHSA becomes transparent, with the strut fulfilling its structural support
and, depending upon how it has been designed, providing its inherent passive damping
contribution. The same scenario can occur if the electrovalve is intentionally commanded
to put the actuator in bypass mode or if there is a fault in the electrical system, which causes
the EV to deactivate. Two relief valves (RF) connect the two chambers to the return (T) to
avoid overpressures. The system realizes a closed loop force control, using as feedback
the direct force measurement obtained from the load cell (LC) mounted between the rod
and its attachment to the upper hinge. The force command is not internally generated,
but it comes from an external controller in charge of minimizing the fuselage vibrations
commanding the four ADVCs. In addition, a linear velocity transceiver (LVT) is mounted
in parallel to the cylinder and the rod to measure their relative velocity in order to help the
control algorithm, e.g., allowing a feedforward branch to be added.
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Figure 2. The proposed active damper for vibration control (ADVC): (a) strut housing the EHSA
(the external H/C compliant strut, which houses the EHSA and is part of the H/C design, was
reproduced by a controlled stiffness metal strut, as shown in the figure, for laboratory tests and
simulation purposes); (b) EHSA located inside the hollow strut.
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The parallel layout allows the EHSA size to be reduced as it becomes responsible only
for the generation of the additional superimposing forces to suppress vibrations, while the
static load is borne by the elastic structure.

3. Technical and Performance Specifications

The testing and acceptance procedure (ATP) document contains all of the tests that
the ADVC must pass to be considered suitable for aircraft integration. In the first stage
of the project, the technical specifications needed to make the system compliant with the
ATP, listed in Table 1, were obtained by means of a model-based design approach, which
involves a campaign of simulations with the dynamic model, as described in Section 4.

Table 1. Technical and performance characteristics of the ADVC obtained from the design process.

Description Value

Hydraulic Power Supply
Hydraulic Fluid MIL-PRF-83282
Supply Pressure 202 ÷ 210 bar
Return Pressure 5 ÷ 7 bar
Proof Pressure, Supply/Return 310 bar/155 bar
Burst Pressure, Supply/Return 515 bar/310 bar
Specification Actuator Flow Demand Up to 5.7 L/min @ 195 bar
Servovalve Rated Flow 12 L/min @ 207 bar

Electrical Power Supply
Rated Voltage of Solenoid 28 VDC (16 ÷ 30 VDC)
Rated Current of Servovalve 10 mA Parallel
Solenoid Current Absorption 0.7 A max @ 28 VDC

Functional and Performance Values
Stroke, Nominal/Maximum ±0.5 mm/±10 mm
Nominal Operating Frequency 25 Hz
Stall Load, Nominal ±20 kN
Internal Actuator Dry Weight 5 kg
Total Dry Weight of ADVC 15.9 kg

The ATP was written for the selected reference application of a 15-seat medium-
sized twin-engine helicopter with an estimated maximum take-off weight of 6000 kg.
The combination of the number of blades and their rotational speed result in a vibratory
disturbance at approximately 25 Hz on the cabin. The mass of the fuselage seen by every
single strut was estimated to be 500 kg. Based on these macroscopic data, several tests
were outlined in the ATP, starting with the basic ones (e.g., maximum pressure, leakage,
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and so forth), in accordance with the applicable safety standards, to those more specific for
the considered application, aimed to verify and guarantee the desired performance of the
ADVC.

The acceptance tests were defined to verify both static and dynamic characteristics,
while the ADVC is mounted in a dedicated test bench, in which it is interposed between a
fixed stimuli generator (an electrohydraulic position-controlled commercial servo-actuator)
and a suspended mass of 500 kg. The concept of the test bench is also replicated in the
mathematical model. Two static tests are foreseen to verify the stall load and the stiffness
of the compliant structure. Three dynamic tests verify the actuator controllability and
stability, the displacement transmissibility, and the ability of the ADVC to promptly react in
a restricted amount of time to an impulsive disturbance, represented by a step displacement
of the upper hinge. These tests will be described later in detail in Section 5.

4. Mathematical Model

The mathematical model was a key element of the design process as it helped to define
the optimal characteristics of the internal components of the EHSA; it was used to test and
verify the various hypotheses on both system configuration and single components’ sizes
and performances. The model was used as a virtual test bench to perform the ATP tests
and confirm the design choices. For this reason, it was built with the same concept as the
real test bench that will be used to test the real ADVC, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Scheme of the mathematical model of the ADVC, mounted on the simulated test bench to
perform ATP tests.

The model of the sole ADVC is represented by the block highlighted by the red rectan-
gle in Figure 5, where the main elements can be observed with reference to Figure 3. The
system is always simulated in normal operating mode; therefore, to speed up simulations,
the bypass valve and the electrovalve were not considered. The system reflects the parallel
structure, with the external compliant strut being represented by the spring-damper system
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(PM) on the left. The EHSA is represented by the hydraulic cylinder, the servovalve, the
bypass orifice, and the controller. It is worth highlighting that the masses of the cylinder
body (the manifold), the servovalve, the electronics, and the safety valves are lumped in the
body of the lower hinge. Finally, the internal load cell is represented as a spring-damper
system and half of its mass is attached to the piston body, while the other half is lumped
into the upper hinge body. The mass M = 500 kg is hung to the lower hinge and the
upper hinge is connected, through an external load cell, to the stimuli actuator, which is
not modeled and is represented directly with the imposed motion of the reference system
a. Therefore, the external inputs expected by the entire model are the force command
signal of the EHSA; the displacement imposed by the upper actuator; and the operative
test conditions, i.e., the oil temperature and supply and return pressure.

The model can be organized into three layers. The first layer is dedicated to the control
and management of the model, containing all of the instructions regarding the simulation
to be executed. From this layer, the user can define the type of simulation or ATP test
to be run, the oil temperature, the average supply and return pressure, the intensity of
the noise on acquired signals, and the servovalve current. The second layer holds the set
of parameters needed by the model to represent the particular system under study, such
as the geometric data, material information, and the properties and physical laws of the
hydraulic oil. The latter are calculated as a function of the temperature and dispersed air
percentage. The third layer represents the Simulink implementation, depicted in Figure 6,
in which each subsystem corresponds to a physical component and the layout reflects the
real architecture. The inputs and outputs of each subsystem also correspond to the physical
quantities effectively exchanged between connected components.
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4.1. Electrohydraulic Servovalve (EHSV)

The servovalve was modeled reflecting the real characteristics of the component,
following the approach presented in [42,43]. However, for simplicity, the first stage was
represented with a grey-box second-order transfer function with hysteresis, dead band,
and null bias, giving as output the position of the servovalve spool.

Subsequently, the control flows were calculated using the Wheatstone bridge anal-
ogy [44,45]; that is, the flows sent to the chambers (Q1 and Q2) are obtained as the difference
between the flows from the supply (Q1s and Q2s) and to the return (Q1r and Q2r):

Q1 = Q1s − Q1r (1)

Q2 = Q2s − Q2r (2)
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The entity of each flow depends on the spool position, which opens or closes the
flow passage sections. With seals being absent on the servovalve spool, a small amount
of flow is always present, even when the spool completely covers the ducts, as leakage.
Each flow component depends on the hydraulic resistance and pressure drop across it.
Each hydraulic resistance is composed of a laminar (RC) and a turbulent (RA) component.
The first represents the power loss associated with the passage of the fluid in the radial
clearance between the spool and the sleeve (Figure 7). The second is associated with the
discharge resistance in the presence of turbulent flow owing to the sharp edges of the spool.
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Figure 7. Hydraulic resistances within the servovalve: (a) positive overlap; (b) zero overlap; and
(c) negative overlap.

The spool continuously moves within the servovalve body (sleeve) as the input com-
mand coming from the controller varies in time. Figure 7 shows three particular conditions
that can occur in each port during a simulation. Each time the spool position is lower than
the design overlap ε, the scenario of Figure 7a applies. Figure 7a depicts the particular case
in which the spool is in its null position and the system is designed with an overlap. Even
if the spool closes the passage, a small amount of oil can pass in laminar conditions with
small Raynolds’ numbers through the thin clearance created between the overlapping parts
of the spool and the sleeve (the orange area in Figure 7a). At the hedges of this gap, a tur-
bulent flow occurs. The system can then be modeled with the electrical equivalence of two
resistances in series, and the flow results from the solution of the following second-order
equation for the i-th port [46]:

RAQi2 + RCiQi = ∆Pi i = 1s, 1r, 2s, 2r (3)

When the spool moves, e.g., of a positive displacement xs, the laminar resistance RC
varies as follows [46]:

RCi(xs) =
12µoil(xs ± εi)

wsvh3
sv

(4)

where µoil is the oil dynamic viscosity, ε is the design overlap, wsv is the width of the spool
port opening, and hsv is the radial clearance. The sign depends on the considered port.

Each time the spool position is greater than the design overlap ε, the scenario of
Figure 7c applies. In this situation, there is no more overlap between the spool and the
sleeve (no orange area), thus the laminar flow disappears. Hence, the only resistance
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encountered by the fluid consists of a restricted section with sharp edges, represented by
the turbulent term RA:

RAi(xs) =
ρ

2C2
d Ai(xs)

2 (5)

where A is the section perpendicular to the oil path, approximated with the opening section
going from the sleeve to the spool edges, as shown in Figure 7c. The area varies with xs,
assuming a minimum of wsvhsv for critical or positive overlap conditions (Figure 7a,b).
The discharge coefficient Cd is a function of the Reynolds number and of the geometrical
characteristics of the ports [42]. The limit situation representing the transition scenario
between the two previously explained conditions is that represented in Figure 7b, i.e., when
xs equals the design overlap ε. In this case, there is no overlap area between the spool
and the sleeve (no orange area in Figure 7b), and the restricted area of the turbulent flow
resistance assumes its minimum value wsvhsv.

4.2. Bypass Orifice

The flow rates that effectively contribute to an increase in the actuator chamber
pressures are the net flow rates considering the presence of the bypass. In fact, they can be
calculated as follows:

Q1c = Q1 − Qbp (6)

Q2c = Q2 + Qbp (7)

The bypass is modeled as a generic orifice, thus the flow between the chambers can be
expressed as follows [45]:

Qbp = Cd,bp Abp

√
2(P1 − P2)

ρ
(8)

where P1 and P2 are the oil pressures in the chambers; Abp is the orifice passage area; ρ is
the oil density; and Cd,bp is the discharge coefficient, dependent on the Reynolds’ number
according to [47].

4.3. Actuator

The hydraulic cylinder is modeled as a lumped parameter system in which both
the piston and the cylinder have a single translational degree of freedom in the vertical
direction; the coordinates describing their motion are d and e, respectively, according to
Figure 5. The motion of the piston can be obtained from the following equation of motion:(

MP +
MLC

2

)( ..
d − g

)
= FLC − Ff r + (P1 − P2)Ac (9)

where MP and MLC are the masses of the piston and of the internal load cell, respectively;
Ac is the piston effective area; g is the gravity acceleration; and FLC is the interaction force
with the ADVC upper hinge coming from the internal load cell, expressed as follows:

FLC = kLC(d − c) + cLC

( .
d − .

c
)

(10)

where kLC and cLC are the stiffness and damping factor, respectively, of the load cell.
The friction coefficient between the cylinder and the piston is computed according

to [48], considering the geometric dimensions of the sealings and their squeeze depending
on the pressure drop across them. The obtained values were used to calculate the equivalent
friction force Ff r by means of a modified LuGre friction model [49]; this approach allows
obtaining the friction force as a function of the rod/cylinder relative motion, starting only
from their relative speed, maintaining d and e as absolute coordinate systems.
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The pressures in the actuator chambers can be calculated by applying the mass conti-
nuity equation to the volumes of the chambers:

∂P1

∂t
= β

Q1c − Qle1 − Qli −
.
xR Ac

V0 + xR Ac
(11)

∂P2

∂t
= β

Q2c − Qle2 + Qli +
.
xR Ac

V0 − xR Ac
(12)

where β is the oil bulk modulus; V0 is the chamber volume; xR = d − e is the relative
displacement between the rod and its housing; Qle is the leakage between the chambers
and the return; and Qli is the internal leakage between the two chambers, calculated as the
sum of the Couette flow determined by the oil entrainment during piston movement with
the flow through a series of laminar and turbulent resistances, modeling the flow through
the sealing element and the cylinder as well as the permeability of the seal according
to [48,50].

The motion of the cylinder is described by the following equation:

MLH
(..
e − g

)
= FLH + FPM + Ff r − (P1 − P2)Ac (13)

where MLH is the masses of the lower hinge, the cylinder, and all of the other components
integral to the manifold and FLH is the force transmitted to the ADVC through the lower
hinge by the mass M due to inertial loads:

FLH = kLH(e − f ) + cLH

( .
e −

.
f
)

(14)

where kLH and cLH are the stiffness and damping factor, respectively, of the lower hinge
joint.

The force given by the compliant structure is also represented as a spring-damper
action between the upper and lower hinges:

FPM = kPM(c − e) + cPM
( .
c − .

e
)

(15)

as well as that exchanged between the upper hinge and the external auxiliary load cell:

FUH = kUH(b − c) + cUH

( .
b − .

c
)

(16)

and that between the input actuator imposed position and the external load cell:

FCC = kCC(a − b) + cCC

( .
a −

.
b
)

(17)

The displacement f of the inertial mass M is obtained by a simple equation of motion
of a mass-spring-damper system with the addition of the friction force with the linear
guides of the test bench.

4.4. Electronic Control Unit

The embedded electronics perform the closed loop force control, taking as feedback
the force measured by the internal load cell mounted between the rod and the upper hinge.
This control is modelled with a PI compensator with output saturation and clamping
anti-windup. The input signals are corrupted with Gaussian random noise to simulate
electromagnetic disturbances. The model considers a discrete controller, thus value and
time discretization are applied, while a transport delay is added to the output to take into
consideration the processing time, an aspect that becomes relevant in force control systems
with high bandwidth. The signal coming from the LVT is currently not yet used, but it will
be integrated into the control scheme in a future implementation.
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5. Results and Preliminary Design Validation

The mathematical model has undergone ATP tests to verify the compliance of the
designed system with the expected performance. As previously introduced, the ATP test
reproduced with the dynamic model can be subdivided into two main categories: the
static and dynamic tests. The first type aims to test the static characteristics of the two
main elements, i.e., the EHSA stall load and the stiffness of the external housing, while
the objective of the second typology is to verify the performance of the entire ADVC in
dynamic conditions; that is, analyzing its ability to react to external disturbances and to
suppress vibrations. Additionally, the ATP specifies a set of tests to be performed on the
real equipment that are not considered in this paper because we aimed to test the structural
resistance and proper assembly process of the ADVC, which are assumed to be ideal in
the mathematical model. These tests include a physical inspection; the functionality check
of the bypass and electrovalves; and the verification of leakage and seal, of the maximum
pressure, of the null bias, and of the power drawn by the servovalve. In this section, the
obtained results are shown and commented on in order to validate the design and to show
the capabilities of the proposed active damper. The model was created in the MATLAB
Simulink environment and each simulation was carried out using the ode14x fixed step
solver with an integration time step of 50 µs.

5.1. Stall Load Test

The first static test is the verification of the stall load. During the test duration, the
stimuli actuator (represented by the coordinate a in Figure 5) is kept steady, which means
a =

.
a = 0.
The test procedure involves a slow ramp of the force request up to 125% of the

theoretically expected stall load in compression, then the force set is brought back to a
null value, and then again to 125% of the extension stall load. Finally, the test concludes
by zeroing the command. Positive values of the force mean compression, while negative
values stand for extension of the ADVC. The feedback comes from the internal load cell,
depicted with the dashed line in Figure 8. The test is considered passed if the stall load in
both directions exceeds 97.5% of the theoretical value; in this case, it must be greater than
19,500 N, with the theoretical stall load being 20 kN.
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Figure 8. Stall load test; blue lines represent the set and feedback forces, while the orange lines are
the displacement of the lower (LH) and upper (UH) hinges of the ADVC.

Figure 8 depicts the positive results of the test performed with the model, showing
that, following the request of 25 kN, the ADVC is able to give as output a stall load of
20,350 N and −20,388 N for compression and extension, respectively.
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The figure also shows the displacement of the upper hinge (UH) and lower hinge (LH);
as the simulation starts from a non-equilibrium condition, during the first instants, gravity
causes the mass to drop with a consequent small extension of the ADVC and sudden
reaction in the force of the EHSA. Referring to Figure 5, the upper hinge is connected to
the stimuli actuator through an external load cell, which presents a very high stiffness;
therefore, the UH signal remains almost steady. When the force command is imposed
on the EHSA, basically only the LH moves, according to the sign convention of Figure 5
(positive upwards displacement).

5.2. Compliant Structure’s Stiffness Test

The second static test is the verification of the stiffness of the external housing. During
the entire test duration, the stimuli actuator is kept steady, that is, a =

.
a = 0.

The test procedure is similar to the previous one; it involves a slow ramp of the force
request up to 50% of the theoretical stall load in compression (i.e., 10 kN), then the force set
is brought back to a null value, and then to the same value of 10 kN in the other direction.
Finally, the test concludes by zeroing the command. The test is considered passed if the
measured housing stiffness, in both compression and extension cases, is within the range of
±5% of the theoretical value (i.e., 40 kN/mm), which means it must lie between 38 kN/mm
and 42 kN/mm. The force and relative displacements of the upper and lower hinges are
measured by the internal load cell and by two lasers pointing to the two appendices
attached to both hinges, respectively, for test purposes (shown in Figure 2). For the latter
measurement, in the model, the physical coordinates c and e are used directly.

Figure 9 depicts the successful result of the test performed with the model. The force
levels and relative displacements of the hinges are measured in the central point of the
two flat force segments at ±10 kN. According to the results listed in Table 2, the ADVC
passed the test with stiffness values of 39.714 kN/mm and 39.986 kN/mm for extension
and compression, respectively.
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Figure 9. Stiffness test; blue lines represent the set and feedback forces, while the orange lines are the
displacement of the lower (LH) and upper (UH) hinges of the ADVC.

Table 2. Results of the static test aimed to measure the stiffness of the external housing.

Force (N) Deflection (mm) Stiffness (kN/mm)

Compression 10,109 0.253 39.986
Extension 10,039 0.253 39.714

As in the previous test, the upper hinge remains steady as the stimuli actuator is not
moving, while the lower hinge varies its position according to the force generated by the
EHSA. The small deviation in the force between compression and extension can be ascribed
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to the presence of friction both between the rod and the cylinder of the EHSA and between
the hung mass and its vertical guides.

5.3. Actuator Controllability

The first dynamic test is the verification of the controllability of the force generated
within the ADVC. The objective of this analysis is to check the system bandwidth when
the mass of 500 kg is attached. During the entire test duration, the stimuli actuator is kept
steady, that is, a =

.
a = 0.

The test procedure consists of applying a sinusoidal force command with a frequency
of 25 Hz and an amplitude of 14 kN; the test is considered passed if the amplitude of the
force read by the internal load cell is attenuated less than 3 dB with respect to those of the
input and, concurrently, the phase delay remains smaller than 90◦.

From the results of the test, depicted in Figure 10, the force attenuation is −2.16 dB,
compatible with the prescribed limits, with a phase delay of −41.8◦. The displacement
of the lower hinge follows the generated force, as expected. It can also be observed that,
contrary to the static tests, the position of the upper hinge moves under the action of the
EHSA force because of the presence of the elasticity of the external load cell and of the
hinge itself (according to the model scheme in Figure 5). In fact, because of the presence of
a large amount of inertia attached to the lower hinge, the high-frequency load generated by
the ADVC pushes upwards the upper hinge as well.
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Figure 10. Controllability test; blue lines represent the set and feedback forces, while the orange lines
are the displacement of the lower (LH) and upper (UH) hinges of the ADVC.

5.4. Frequency Response of the System with the Hung Mass

As a natural progression of the previous analysis, this paragraph presents the results
of a non-linear frequency response of the ADVC, considering the force control in both the
open loop and closed loop for three different amplitudes. Each dot of the graphs shown in
Figure 11 is extracted from a single simulation of the system with a fixed steady position of
the stimuli actuator and a sinusoidal force command imposed on the EHSA. As the model
is non-linear, the magnitudes of the Bode diagrams are not the same for the different input
amplitudes; as expected, as the requested force increases, the system struggles to follow it,
thus lowering the closed loop characteristic, slightly reducing the bandwidth.

From Figure 11b, it can be seen that the force control bandwidths (i.e., the frequency
at which the closed loop response crosses −3 dB) of the ADVC with the hung mass for
amplitudes of 20, 15, and 10 kN are 26, 27, and 28.4 Hz, respectively, coherent with the
results obtained from the controllability test. Analyzing the open loop plot, it is possible to
obtain the stability margins; in particular, for the current configuration, they resulted in
a gain margin of 17 dB and a phase margin of 92◦, showing a certain safety factor of the
designed control strategy against instability.
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Figure 11. Frequency response of the ADVC mounted on the ATP dedicated test bench: (a) open loop
and (b) closed loop.

5.5. Displacement Transmissibility

The second dynamic test is the first that includes the stimuli actuator; it is used to
impose a sinusoidal motion a (shown in Figure 12 in green) at 25 Hz with an amplitude
of 0.45 mm. The model considers a delay between the command imposed on the stimuli
actuator and its actual motion, assumed equal to 8 ms; for this reason, Figure 12 shows both
the command (dashed green) and the effective motion observed by the model (solid green
line). To maximize the figure readability, the convention of all of the displacement signals
was inverted with respect to those shown in Figure 5, resulting in downward positive
displacements. The goal of the test is to command the ADVC in such a way as to minimize
the displacement of the lower hinge, i.e., of the mass. The outcome is considered positive if
the displacement amplitude attenuation is greater than 6 dB and if the phase delay between
the displacement of the stimuli actuator and the lower hinge is lower than 70◦.
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Figure 12. Displacement transmissibility test. To maximize the figure readability, the convention of
all of the displacement signals was inverted with respect to those shown in Figure 5, resulting in
downward positive displacements.

To fulfill this task, the actuator is commanded with a sinusoidal force set with an
amplitude of 20 kN and the same frequency of the disturbance, i.e., 25 Hz, and with a phase
delay such that the actual generated force becomes phased with the external displacement
input. It can be seen from Figure 12 that this approach sensibly reduces the oscillations
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of the lower hinge, with an attenuation of −11 dB and a transmissibility phase delay of
−19.7◦.

This test is aimed to demonstrate the ADVC capabilities, which can be exploited by
the H/C designer, which, however, will be in charge of the control algorithm that generates
the force set for the ADVC to suppress vibrations. During the ADVC ATP test, only a force
control can be performed, thus this test follows an open loop approach to reduce the mass
vibration.

5.6. Response to a Step Disturbance

The last dynamic test of the ATP consists of the verification of the ability of the ADVC
to rapidly reject external disturbances. The procedure involves commanding a null force
input to impose a step disturbance of 0.45 mm with the stimuli generator (orange in
Figure 13), measuring the time spent by the ADVC to bring the force (blue) back to the
acceptable region of ±200 N (shaded green area) within a specific amount of time, that
is, 50 ms since the step appliance (red line in Figure 13). Actually, because ideal steps do
not actually exist, they could not be applied by the real stimuli actuator; hence, the signal
shown with the dashed line was imposed as a coordinate in the model, corresponding
to the step response of a first-order system with a time constant of 3.1 ms, coherent with
the time delay assumed between the command and the actual displacement of the stimuli
generator in the transmissibility test. To be conservative, 50 ms was calculated from the
ideal step appliance, while they could be assumed to be calculated from the instant in
which the actual displacement of the stimuli actuator reaches, for example, 90% of the step
amplitude.
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Figure 13. Response to a step disturbance of 0.45 mm (in orange); the force (in blue) has to enter the
acceptability region (shaded green) within the time of 50 ms, indicated by the red line, from the step
instant.

The simulation results show that the ADVC is able to quickly react to external distur-
bances and reject them in a reduced amount of time.

6. Conclusions

The main source of vibrations in helicopters is the main rotor/gearbox assembly. These
vibrations drastically reduce the quality of flight perceived by cabin occupants and may
shorten the life of onboard equipment.

To overcome this issue, one solution is to replace the rigid struts connecting the
fuselage to the main rotor/gearbox assembly with active dampers. This paper presents
the lightweight design proposed by Elettronica Aster S.p.A. that consists of a parallel
nested arrangement of a compliant strut and an electrohydraulic servoactuator. This
solution allows the static load to be borne by the compliant external structure without
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compromising the mechanical connection of the rotor with the cabin, offering a failsafe
system by design. In such a way, the internal actuator has only the duty of generating
an additional excitation force to suppress vibrations, allowing the system to reach high
power densities. Furthermore, in the case of power loss of the internal active EHSA as
well, the system is completely put in bypass and the structural response remains that of the
supporting struts, whose configuration, given the limited dimensions of the EHSA, can
be finely tailored by the H/C designer to better suit its needs. The system contains two
safety valves to handle the situations of loss of both electric and fluid power. The generated
force is directly measured by a miniaturized load cell installed on the actuator rod, with
consequent low delay and high bandwidth of the force-controlled system. Moreover, an
LVT is mounted in parallel with the rod and the cylinder of the EHSA to allow their relative
speed measures to enhance the system control.

In the first stage of the research project, the architecture and components were chosen
by means of a model-based design approach. For this reason, a detailed mathematical
model is presented in the paper. The system was designed for the reference application of a
15-seat medium-sized twin-engine helicopter. The model of the system was also used to
verify the compliance of the active damper with the strict requirements imposed by the
chosen application. Therefore, the model structure reflected the real test bench setup, thus
representing a testing digital twin also used to design the test rig to perform acceptance
tests.

The results of the simulations showed that the designed system is able to meet the
requirements and is thus ready to move to the following extensive certification stage.
The Elettronica Aster’s active damper can reach stall loads >20 kN while maintaining an
extremely low dry weight of 5 kg for the EHSA, which becomes 15.9 kg when it is installed
in the compliant external strut manufactured for laboratory testing. Because this strut was
made from aluminum alloys and stainless steel, whereas in the actual H/C configuration,
it is expected to be made in composite materials, the overall mass appears conservative
for the representation of real applications. These values translate in a system with a power
density of 1258 N/kg when the complete system is considered, while traditional solutions
sit around 300 N/kg [8].

The damper physical realization, test bench design, experimental campaign, certifica-
tion, and ADVC and subcomponents’ model validation will be presented in Part 2.
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